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1.0 Overview
This report provides a baseline infrastructure assessment for the North Peace Fringe Area
Official Community Plan (OCP) review. The following is considered:
•

Existing transportation network – road network, network capacity, road safety, public
transit, and rail

•

Existing utilities network – water, sanitar sewer, storm sewer, shallow utilities (hydro,
gas)
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•

Planned future network improvements

•

Existing policies, on-going planning processes

Study Area

The focus of the assessment is on the unincorporated areas of the North Peace Fringe Area
See Figure 1. Consideration is given to networks in the City of Fort St John and District of
Taylor.

Road network analysis focuses on the Highway 97 corridor through Charlie Lake (see Figure
2), but also considers potential City of Fort St. John expansion areas to the southwest,
southeast, and northeast of the City. These areas represents the majority of existing Fringe
Area land use and will likely be the focus of the majority of future development.
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FIGURE 1. NORTH PEACE FRINGE AREA
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FIGURE 2. HIGHWAY 97 CORRIDOR, CHARLIE LAKE AREA
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2.0 Existing Transportation Network
2.1

Road Network

Highway 97 (“Alaksa Highway”) is the primary route through the Fringe Area, oriented in a
southeast-northwest direction and routing through Fort St John, Taylor, and Charlie Lake 1.
Dawson Creek is approximately 60-km south of Taylor and Fort Nelson is approximately 350-km
north of Charlie Lake. Highway 97 is primarily a two-lane cross-section south of Fort St John
(with four lanes on the approach to Taylor), and north of Charlie Lake. The cross-section was
recently widened to four-lanes between Fort St John and Charlie Lake, with a section in the
Charlie Lake with a three-lane cross-section (2 northbound lanes).

DRAFT
Highway 29 intersects Highway 97 immediately north of Charlie Lake and extends southwest to
Hudson’s Hope (75-km) and Chetwynd (150-km). The Fringe Area also contains non-highway
roads, including approximately 185-km of hard surface roads and 495-km of gravel roads.
These routes are typically aligned east-west or north-south following section or quarter-section
boundaries. Highway 97 interesections are summzrized in Table 1.

A “bypass” route is provided around Fort St John that is primarily within the City’s boundary, but
includes 79th Street east and West Bypass Road and Rose Prarie Road west and north.
The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) has jurisdication for roadways in the
Fringe Area (excluding Fort St John and Taylor) and is responsible for planning, design and
maintenance of all public roads.
Road classifications (Arterial, Collector, Local) are not defined.

1

For simplicity, Highway 97 is considered north-south and intersecting streets are east-west
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF HIGHWAY 97 INTERSECTIONS
Traffic
Control

# of
Legs

Side Street
Surface

Hwy 29 –
Park Frontage Rd

Stop

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn
lanes;
SB Right turn

EB & WB Right turn
lanes

Park Frontage Rd
(to Charlie Lake Cres)

Stop

3

Paved

SB Left turn;
NB Right turn

WB Right turn

Park Frontage Rd
(to Eyre Rd)

Stop

3

Gravel
(Eyre Rd)

None

None

Wright Rd

Stop

3

Paved

NB Left turn

None

Side Street

Turn Lanes on
Highway 97

Turn Lanes on
Side Street

DRAFT
Park Frontage Rd
(near Fell Rd)

Stop

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn

None

Bens Rd /
Lakeshore Dr

Stop

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn

EB & WB Right turn
lanes

Firehall Rd

Stop

3

Paved

SB Left turn;
NB Right turn

None

Signal

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn

EB & WB Right turn
lanes

Jackfish Frontage Rd /
Charlie Lake Frontage Rd

Stop

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn;
NB unchannelized

Angled raised median
on east leg;
EB Right turn

Kaps Rd /
Mukluk Frontage Rd

Stop

4

Gravel

NB & SB Left turn;
SB Right turn

EB Right turn

271 Rd

Signal

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn

EB & WB Right
turn lanes

269 Rd

Signal

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn

EB & WB Right
turn lanes

100th Ave / Old Fort Rd
(within Fort St. John)

Signal

4

Paved

NB & SB Left turn;
NB & SB Right turn

EB & WB Right
turn lanes; EB & WB
Protected/Permitted
Left Turn Phases

86th St (within Fort St.
John)

Signal
(proposed)

4

Paved

SB Right turn

EB & WB Right
turn lanes; Assumed
WB Protected/
Permitted Left Turn
Phase

Stop

4

Gravel
(Cartier Rd)

SB Right turn

EB & WB Right
turn lanes

Old Hope Rd /
Jackfish Frontage Rd

East Bypass / Cartier Rd
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2.2

Road Standards

Roads have generally been constructed to MoTI rural road standards 2, which prescribe 3.6m
lanes and 1.0m to 2.5m paved shoulders. See Table 2. These standards represent MoTI’s
requirements for future roads.
TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF MINISTRY ROAD CROSS SECTION REQUIREMENTS
Road Class

Lane Width

Paved Shoulder Width

Local
(undivided)

1.0m

DRAFT
Collector
(undivided)

3.6m

Arterial
(undivided)

2.3

1.5m

1.5m – 2.5m

(depends on design speed)

Network Capacity

2.3.1 Traffic Volumes

Traffic volume data was collected from the BC MoTI Traffic Data Program website for count
stations along Highway 97 and Highway 29 3. A total of five count stations were available in the
Fringe Area. Data available for these locations included 2005 and/or 2011 Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT). Additional manual count data was supplied by MoTI in the form of an eight-hour
count for the intersections of Highway 97 / 86th Street (October 2012), Highway 97 / Eastern
Bypass (August 2014), and a traffic impact study with a manual count for the intersection of
Highway 97 / Bens Road / Lakeshore Drive (April 2013).
Using the count station data the following factors were used to adjust the traffic counts to 2015
Summer Average Daily Traffic (SADT) volumes and PM peak hour summer volumes:
• AADT to SADT factor = 1.08%
• Yearly Growth rate since 2005 = 3.0% per year
• Daily to Peak hour factor = 8.1%

Traffic volumes along the Highway 97 corridor through Charlie Lake (271 Road to Highway 29)
were projected to 2040 using the 3.0% per year growth rate (or to 2050 based on a 2.15%
growth rate) to obtain the background volumes to assess the longer term capacity along the
corridor. See Figure 3.

2

Refer to BC MoTI Supplement to TAC Geometric Design Guide, available at
www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/eng_publications/geomet/TAC/TAC.htm#chapters

3

Available at: www.th.gov.bc.ca/trafficData/index.html
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The traffic volumes (PM peak hour) that are expected during the peak of construction were
reviewed and considered as part of the traffic review. Peak construction is expected to occur in
2019/2020 4 which is well before the 2040/2050 horizon year of the analysis undertaken in this
study. Since traffic volumes for the Site C dam will be substantially lower than peak construction
(and relatively low) they have not been included in the forecasts. The BC Hydro traffic study
peak hour construction volumes are focused on 269 Road, 100th Avenue, and 85th Avenue and
are below 125 vph.
FIGURE 3. AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC (SUMMER) + PM PEAK HOUR VOLUMES

DRAFT
4

From Site C Clean Energy Project / Project Traffic Analysis Report Doc EIS-4A-008 Final Prepared for BC Hydro for Tetra Tech
December 2012
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2.3.2 Traffic Capacity
A high level review of the available capacity at the key intersections in the Charlie Lake area
was undertaken to determine potential for future development in the area. The Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual was used to generate trips for three
land use types - residential (single-family or multi-family) 5, commercial 6, and industrial 7. Trips
associated with residential and commercial land uses were assigned to the network on the
assumption that 90% will travel to/from Fort St. John and 75% of industrial trips will travel
to/from Fort St. John west of Fort St. John.
Analysis was undertaken to determine the approximate quantity of new development that can
be accommodated in the Charlie Lake area by 2050 without major upgrades to the Highway 97
corridor. See Table 3.

DRAFT
TABLE 3. INTERSECTION CAPACITY, 2050

Approximate land use accommodated
before upgrades are required (2050)

Intersection

Residential
(units)

North via Park Frtg Rd

Commercial
(sq.ft.)

Industrial
(sq.ft.)

None

Movements fail (with or
without future development)

None

Movements fail (with or
without future development)

A. Highway 29

South via Highway 29

100

B. Wright Rd

South via Wright Rd

400

C. Lakeshore Dr
/ Bens Rd

North via Lakeshore Dr

Notes

South via Bens Rd

100

North via Jackfish Frtg Rd

500

50,000

South via Old Hope Rd

200

25,000

Restrict Charlie Lake +
Jackfish Frontage Rd to rightin, right-out on frontage roads

D. Old Hope Rd

300,000

North via 271 Rd

E. 271 Rd
South via 271 Rd

100

25,000

100,000
100,000

North via 269 Rd

F. 269 Rd
50,000

South via 269 Rd

G. Old Fort Rd

H.

86th

Street

South via Old Fort

400

North via East Bypass &
86th St
South via 86th St

100,000

200,000
400

For 86th Street either the
northeast expansion area can
be accommodated or the
southeast areas, but not both

5

Single-family and multi-family residential land uses are assumed to generate trips at the single-family trip rate due to the rural
nature and limited access to public transit and walkability of the area

6

Commercial land use based on “retail” trip rate and provides for an over-estimate of “office” uses

7

Assumes light industrial land uses
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unless improvements are
made to the intersection of
Highway 97/Eastern Bypass

I. Eastern
Bypass/Cartier
Rd

2.4

Movements fail without future
development

None

Intersection Safety

Highway 97 / 271 Road, Highway 97 / 269 Road, Highway 29 / Park Frontage Road, and
Highway 97 / Eastern Bypass are the four intersections with a demonstrated collision history.
The two intersections within Fort St. John (100th Avenue and 86th Street) have significantly more
collisions than the intersections in the Regional District. See Table 4. All others do not
demonstrate enough collisions to demonstrate an issue.

DRAFT
TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF FIVE-YEAR COLLISION HISTORY ON HIGHWAY 97 8
Side Street

8

Collisions
(2009-2013)

Comments

Second highest collision location
in Charlie Lake

Highway 29 / Park Frontage Road

6

Park Frontage Road (to Charlie Lake Cres)

0

Park Frontage Road (to Eyre Rd)

0

Wright Road

0

Park Frontage Road (near Fell Rd)

0

Bens Road / Lakeshore Drive

0

Firehall Road

1

Old Hope Road / Jackfish Frontage Road

2

Jackfish Frontage Road / Charlie Lake Frontage Road

2

Kaps Road / Mukluk Frontage Road

1

271 Road

15

269 Road

8

100th Avenue / Old Fort Road

87

Highest collision location in Fort St. John

86th Street

30

8th Highest collision location in Fort St.
John

Eastern Bypass / Cartier Road

9

Awkward intersection alignment
for westbound right turns

Highest collision location
in Charlie Lake

Based on ICBC Collision Map, 2009 – 2013, available at:
www.icbc.com/about-icbc/newsroom/Pages/North-Central-Crash-Map.aspx
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2.5

Public Transit

The Fort St John Transit System provides public transit and HandyDART service primarily within
the Fort St John municipal boundary 9. HandyDart service is provided to Taylor and Charlie Lake
and available to all residents. The service operates Monday to Friday between 8:15am and
3:00pm. Trips are booked in advance and cost $4.00 ($2 more than trips within Fort St John).

2.6

Rail

A BCR / CN Rail line runs north-south through the Fringe Area through Fort St John and Taylor,
and crossing the Peace River immediately west of Taylor. Small spur lines have been
developed in Fort St John and Taylor to connect to adjacent industrial areas.

DRAFT
3.0 Existing Utilities Network
3.1

Water

There is currently no potable water distribution system in the Fringe Area. Water supply is
provided through private wells or from private water haulers. The exceptions are the North
Peace Regional Airport (Regional Airport) and the Charlie Lake bulk water station. The Regional
Airport is supplied through the City of Fort St. John system; and a trunk line is extended from
the city to feed the Charlie Lake bulk water station. The Charlie Lake bulk water station
accounts for about 15% of the water consumption of the City of Fort St John, but no public water
service is directly provided to Charlie Lake residents. No other water service coverage extends
beyond the Fort St. John and Taylor municipal limits.
At one point, a water intake structure operated at Charlie Lake as a drinking water source for
the City of Fort St. John. This has since been abandoned when water supply from the Peace
River became operational. However, the pumping infrastructure at Charlie Lake and the raw
water supply lines along the Alaskan Highway remain in place.
Portions of the Fringe Area are covered in the Fire Protection Area - Charlie Lake Rural Fire
Protection Area (RFPA), Fort St. John RFPA, and Taylor RFPA 10.
Further study is required to determine the density threshold where it becomes feasible to
provide public water supply in the Charlie Lake settlement area. This includes consideration of

9

Refer to http://bctransit.com/fort-st-john/home
Refer to Bylaw no. 1870, 2009 – North Peace Fringe Area Official Community Plan, Map 8
http://prrd.bc.ca/services/development/planning/official_community/documents/BL_1870.NPFA_OCP.pdf

10
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water license, quality and quantity of the Charlie Lake surface water supply and hydrogeological
conditions of the area.
The lowest cost option to provide public a water supply is to install a water pipe network
throughout Charlie Lake to distribute potable water from Fort St. John. This would be an
extension of the Fort St. John distribution system, and assumes the FSJ system has capacity
and willingness to continue provision to the rural area. A 2013 memorandum to the City
indicated that the City system was reaching capacity in 2013-2014, and additional well and
pump upgrades were recommended.
This option assumes the current rural fire protection level is maintained where no hydrant is
used. A single reservoir should be sized to the ultimate build-out for the settlement (estimated
1,000 households) with the volume of 1,215 m3. Alternatively, a modular reservoir design can be
considered for phased development. In the first phase, a reservoir should be sized to a
minimum volume of 800 m3 to serve the existing 385 households in the settlement.

DRAFT
The Charlie Lake distribution network would require approximately 25-km of pipe. The maximum
pipe diameter used in the area would be 150mm in diameter. If fire hydrants are desired, a
minimum of 250mm diameter main trunk would be necessary to deliver fire flow.
The estimated cost to provide a no-hydrant distribution system, pump house and storage
reservoir (1,215 m3) would be approximately $13-million.

A separate system with either an underground water source or surface water from Charlie Lake
with its independent treatment system would be an additional cost item to the estimate cost
above for a distribution network. However, a decision and cost analysis for Charlie Lake as a
surface water source has been evaluated by the City of Fort St. John previously. It indicated the
surface water source quality is poor and would require high level of treatment. There are
approval and sensitive environmental implications. The evaluation at the time indicated a supply
and treatment cost of about $10-million, in addition to annual operating costs.

The same analysis also indicated the cost for installing an underground well supply and
treatment system to be approximately $8-million, plus annual operating costs, depending on the
location of the source and type of treatment necessary.

3.2

Sanitary Sewer

The most common method of sewage disposal in the Fringe Area is individual septic tanks and
fields. The Regional Airport is tied into the City of Fort St. John system for treatment. The North
Lagoon and two effluent outfalls are outside the Fort St. John city limit. A microhydro project is
under construction to install power turbines to generate electricity from the South Lagoon outfall.
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In preparation of this project, there had been recent review of the quantity and quality of the
South Lagoon effluent discharge into the Peace River.
A Northwest Sector Sanitary Servicing Study was completed in 2011 for the City of Fort St. John
to review the serviceability of 180 ha of developable land both inside and outside of the city limit
north of the Alaskan Highway. The study provided a number of recommendations on servicing
and financing options in which these lands may be served by existing sewer infrastructure and
future upgrades.
There is a collective sewer system operating in the Charlie Lake settlement located around the
south end of Charlie Lake. See Figure 4. Completed in the early 1990s, it is a Septic Tank
Effluent Pump (STEP) system in which each septic tank is equipped with a pumping system
pumping effluent into the network of low pressure forcemains. The STEP pressurised system
was designed to handle only typical domestic sewer, and it is crucial for solids to settle out in
the septic tanks. Effluent is collected at a lift station and is pumped out to a sewage lagoon
about 2.4 km south of Alaskan Highway. Treated effluent is released seasonally through a
gravity line to the Peace River. An estimated 385 households are currently connected to the
system according to a 2013 technical memorandum from Urban Systems.

DRAFT
Under the 1994 By-Law No. 907, the current Charlie Lake OCP indicates a density of 2.5
dwellings per hectare is acceptable within the Charlie Lake Shoreland Management Area where
parcels are served by a community sewage system.

An upgrade to the Charlie Lake system was completed in 2014, consisting of the installation of
2,600m of HDPE forcemain, as well as wet well and pump upgrades in the existing lift station.
The sewage treatment plant will be upgraded in 2015 with one of the lagoon cells converted into
two aerobic cells, and two complete mix tanks being installed. The upgrades will increase the
servicing capacity of the system to the total of 738 households.
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FIGURE 4. CHARLIE LAKE SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM 11

DRAFT
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Source: Urban Systems, Charlie Lake Collection System Upgrades, 2013
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3.3

Storm Sewer

There is no collective minor storm system in the Fringe Area.
An integrated stormwater policy and solutions will be necessary as development occurs. The
Minister of Environment has published a Stormwater Planning Guidebook 12 for Developing and
Implementing an Integrated Stormwater Management Plan (ISMP). The guide provides an
overview and process of an ISMP and case study examples. The Regional District should
develop an understanding of the local watershed issues; setting achievable performance
targets; and develop an ISMP implementation program.

DRAFT
3.4

Shallow Utilities

Shallow utilities refer to natural gas and hydro lines. Natural gas supply in the study area is
provided by Pacific Northern Gas. There are high pressure pipelines along the Alaskan Highway
and extension northward from Fort St. John. Low pressure pipes branches off to supply
individual rural homes throughout the area. The Pipeline Act regulations require that written
permission be obtained from Pacific Northern Gas prior to any construction or excavation within
30 metres of a pipeline.

12

Link - http://bc.waterbalance.ca/resources/guidance-documents/stormwater-planning-a-guidebook-for-british-columbia
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4.0 Planned Improvements
The following road network improvements have been confirmed for 2015:
1. South Taylor Hill – Highway 97 expanded to four lanes from the Taylor Bridge south
approximately 2-km, due to be completed in late 2015
2. Mile 63 Climbing Lane – Add a second northbound lane (“climbing lane”) approximately
2-km on Highway 97 at “Mile 63”, north of Charlie Lake at the northern-most portion of
the Fringe Area

DRAFT
3. Highway 97 / Pine Avenue (Taylor) – New signal and lighting improvements at the
Highway 97 / Pine Avenue intersection, due to be completed in 2015

Additional road network improvements are contemplated, but nothing confirmed. Further, BC
MoTI has made a long-term commitment to expand Highway 97 to a four-lane cross-section
from Fort St John to Dawson Creek, and east on Highway 2 to the Alberta border. This will
involve future four-laning projects on Highway 97 between Fort St John and south of Taylor.
The City of Fort St John is currently developing a Transportation Master Plan that is likely to
identify future road improvements. See Section 5.2.

No known improvements are planned by the District of Taylor, except the Highway 97 / Pine
Avenue MoTI project (see above).
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5.0 Plans / Policies
5.1

Existing OCP

The existing North Peace Fringe Area OCP (2009) contains goals, objectives, and policies
related to transportation that will be considered in the OCP review.
The goal of Section 11 - Services, Utilities and Transportation is as follows:
To ensure that infrastructure, services, utilities and transportation requirements
meet the present and future needs of the NPFA residents.

DRAFT
Existing OCP Objectives were reviewed and are generally still relevant given initial discussions
with the client and research undertaken. Refer to Appendix A. Objectives should be further
considered and/or refined through the review process.

Existing OCP Policies were reviewed and recommended changes and/or inclusions in the OCP
review process were noted. See Table 5 (following pages).

5.2

Other Plans / Policies

Fort St John Transportation Master Plan
The City of Fort St John is in the process of developing a Transportation Master Plan. The final
Plan is not anticipated until later in 2015, but the existing conditions background report 13 is
available and has been considered.

Highway 97 Corridor Study
MoTI is currently completing a corridor study for the portion of Highway 97 between Fort St John
and Charlie Lake. The study is due to be released in Spring or Summer 2015.

13

Fort St John Transportation Master Plan, Discussion Paper no.1 - “Existing Conditions”, November 14 2014
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TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF EXISTING OCP POLICIES
Policy

Status / Notes

1

To encourage and support the existing Charlie Lake, District of Taylor and Fort St.
John Rural Fire Protection areas, as delineated on Map No. 8, Schedule B., which
provide service to the NPFA residents, and support the expansion of services
where feasible.

-

2

To facilitate efforts in establishing, enhancing and maintaining telecommunication
services (i.e. wireless, cell phone and internet accessibility) on a local service area
basis within the NPFA.

-

3

The locations of existing Solid Waste Disposal or Transfer Sites are delineated on
Map No. 8, Schedule B and are permitted within the Plan area.

-

DRAFT
4

NPFA residents and businesses are encouraged to reduce, re-use and recycle, in
order to limit the volume of solid waste and to dispose of solid waste efficiently at
the approved facilities provided for within the Plan area.

-

5

The Regional Solid Waste Management Plan has been developed for a
coordinated approach to handling the area’s solid waste issues. This Solid Waste
Plan works toward enhancing the services and addressing the requirements of
area residents with timely plan reviews and evaluations.

-

6

To support collaborative work and the required co-ordination to provide an
effective Regional Emergency Response Plan for protection and benefit of rural
residents.

-

7

As opportunity and mutual benefit are identified, the Regional Board may work
cooperatively with adjoining municipalities and rural area residents within this Plan
area to consider the feasibility of new or extensions to existing sewer or water
system services.

Consider stronger policy statement
through OCP review

Map No. 9, Schedule B delineates two existing sewer and a water service area
within this Plan, described as:

8

• Charlie Lake Community Sewer Service area - this system is at its maximum
capacity and investigation for options to enhance the capacity are underway.
• Fort St. John Airport Water and Sewer Service area - Airport subdivision has
a maximum available 60 water and sewer hookups and this maximum has
been used.

Both areas considered in Infrastructure
Review; Policy is still relevant

9

In response to public requests for services, the Regional Board has identified four
(4) priority areas to investigate for either new or expanded Sewer Services on a
local servicing area basis, as outlined on the maps below (see Appendix A).

Charlie Lake study undertaken in 2013;
Others have not been undertaken;
Map updates required

10

The progress of priority sewer service areas will be reviewed and evaluated
annually for consideration of OCP amendments as deemed required.

Reconsider policy during OCP review

11

Lands within these 4 identified areas despite their land use designation shall be
limited to a minimum parcel size of 8 ha (20 acres) unless connected to a
community sewer system.

Reconsider during OCP review relative
to Land Use policies

12

To develop a Subdivision Servicing by-law, considering application in a rural
context, in a Settlement Centre, and coordination with adjacent municipalities.

-

13

Public Utility Uses are permitted throughout the Plan area.

-
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TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF EXISTING OCP POLICIES, CONT.
Status / Notes

Policy
14

There will be no minimum parcel size requirement for a Public Utility Use, other
than an office building or works yard, which is subject to zoning regulations.

-

15

To encourage the cooperation and coordination of utility companies in utilizing
existing corridors for multiple uses.

-

16

To support with the facilitation of a safe and efficient road network by partnering
with the Ministry of Transportation, the City of Fort St. John and the District of
Taylor to develop a “Rural Road Network Plan”.

Network Plan being developed as part of
OCP review; Consider removing policy

17

To support requirements by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure for
traffic impact analysis when considering major development proposals, of which
none are anticipated at this time.

Policy still relevant;
Consider removing last statement

18

To support the transportation ministry in maintaining the two major highways;
Alaska Highway No. 97(N) and Highway No. 29(N) as high volume capacity
highways for through traffic, as referenced on Map No. 8, Schedule B.

Redundant policy;
Consider removing

19

To support the transportation of dangerous goods on alternative routes that would
least impact existing and future residential areas.

-

20

To consider a “Corridor Study” for the by-pass and dangerous goods routes
surrounding the City of Fort St. John, to specifically consider the highest and best
use for lands located along these routes and to identify any measures necessary
to mitigate conflicts with other adjacent land uses. This study may be conducted in
partnership with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, land owners and
the City of Fort St. John.

-

21

To work with the District of Taylor, City of Fort St. John and the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure to consider alternate routes of access/egress
through or around communities, in case of emergency.

-

22

To encourage the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to undertake
necessary improvements to local area roads that will facilitate the safety of
highway users, such as the use of frontage roads along Hwy 97(N), designing and
utilizing optimal major intersections, the use of turning lanes, acceleration and
deceleration lanes at key intersections, highway pedestrian crossings, utilize
street lights where feasible, or consider additional signage where deemed
appropriate.

-

23

To collaborate with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to identify and
enhance the maintenance and upgrading of area roads.

-

24

To safeguard the North Peace Regional Airport from developments on its
periphery that may create aviation safety hazards.

-

25

To work collaboratively with the North Peace Regional Airport on a long range
land use plan for those lands lying inside the North Peace Regional Airport
boundary.

-

26

To support archeology assessment reviews, conducted in a timely manner, when
requested by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure in consideration of
new subdivision or development proposals.

DRAFT
Consider moving this policy to
a different section of the OCP
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APPENDIX A:

DRAFT
NORTH PEACE FRINGE AREA
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN (OCP), 2009

SECTION 11: SERVICES, UTILITIES + TRANSPORTATION

Peace River Regional District– Schedule A
North Peace Fringe Area Official Community Plan By-law No. 1870, 2009

SECTION 11 SERVICES, UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
11.1 Goal
To ensure that infrastructure, services, utilities and
transportation requirements meet the present and future
needs of the NPFA residents.

11.2 Objectives
1.

To assist rural residents in determining the feasibility of obtaining, extending and
maintaining local area infrastructure, inclusive of a broad range of services, utilities and
transportation requirements necessary to promote continued community growth.

DRAFT
2.

To continue to maintain and enhance Fire Protection throughout the Plan area.

3.

To continue to undertake detailed planning, to meet the long-term Solid Waste Disposal
requirements that will serve the needs of the community with a focus on reducing the solid
waste stream to the greatest extent possible.

4.

To collaborate with provincial agencies and member municipalities in providing emergency
preparedness for the region and its residents, through the Regional Emergency
Management Planning Program.

5.

To facilitate the establishment of new community sewage and water service systems, and
to consider expansion of existing services on a local service area basis, in order to reduce
sprawl and encourage compact efficient development to a high community standard.

6.

To work with major Utility providers or companies to provide improved services to area
residents such as but not limited to: electrical, radio and television receiving or
broadcasting; telephone exchange; high speed internet capacity and natural gas utility
distribution services.

7.

To collaborate with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve, upgrade
and maintain the local area transportation network, which may include regional projects
such as alternate community routes, dangerous goods routes and transit systems that
connect the rural area with urban centres.

8.

To support work that aims at providing a safe and effective transportation network system
which shows due regard for the natural landscape, the quality of the environment, and
pedestrian, cycling and vehicular safety, inclusive of rural area path ways and highway
crossings.

9.

To consider the feasibility of alternative energy approaches, such as a District Energy
System for the Charlie Lake Settlement Centre, to assist in achieving climate action and
sustainable goals.

10. To support the use of ‘archeology assessment’ reviews as deemed necessary by the
approving officer and in a timely manner, prior to new subdivision development, in order to
protect cultural and or heritage sites.
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11.3 Policies
11.3.1
Services and Utilities
Fire Protection
Policy 1 To encourage and support the existing Charlie
Lake, District of Taylor and Fort St. John Rural
Fire Protection areas, as delineated on Map
No. 8, Schedule B., which provide service to
the NPFA residents, and support the
expansion of services where feasible.
Communications
Policy 2 To facilitate efforts in establishing, enhancing and maintaining telecommunication
services (i.e. wireless, cell phone and internet accessibility) on a local service area
basis within the NPFA.
Solid Waste
Policy 3 The locations of existing Solid Waste Disposal or Transfer Sites are delineated on
Map No. 8, Schedule B and are permitted within the Plan area.

DRAFT
Policy 4

NPFA residents and businesses are encouraged to reduce, re-use and recycle, in
order to limit the volume of solid waste and to dispose of solid waste efficiently at the
approved facilities provided for within the Plan area.

Policy 5

The Regional Solid Waste Management Plan has been developed for a coordinated
approach to handling the area’s solid waste issues. This Solid Waste Plan works
toward enhancing the services and addressing the requirements of area residents
with timely plan reviews and evaluations.

Regional Emergency Response
Policy 6 To support collaborative work and the required co-ordination to provide an effective
Regional Emergency Response Plan, for the protection and benefit of rural area
residents.
Sewer and Water
Policy 7 As opportunity and mutual benefit are identified, the Regional Board may work
cooperatively with adjoining municipalities and rural area residents within this Plan
area to consider the feasibility of new or extensions to existing sewer or water
system services.
Policy 8

Map No. 9, Schedule B delineates two existing sewer and a water service area
within this Plan, described as:
Charlie Lake Community Sewer Service area
- this system is at its maximum capacity and investigation for options to
enhance the capacity are underway.
Fort St. John Airport Water and Sewer Service area
- Airport subdivision has a maximum available 60 water and sewer
hookups and this maximum has been used.

Policy 9

In response to public requests for services, the Regional Board has identified four (4)
priority areas to investigate for either new or expanded Sewer Services on a local
servicing area basis, as outlined on the maps below.
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Sewer and Water (continued)
Policy 10

The progress of priority sewer service areas will be reviewed and evaluated annually
for consideration of OCP amendments as deemed required.

DRAFT
Policy 11

Lands within these 4 identified areas despite their land use designation shall be
limited to a minimum parcel size of 8 ha (20 acres) unless connected to a community
sewer system.

The purpose of this large minimum parcel size for lands not connected to a community sewage
system, is to re-enforce the priority to first support subdivision development that has a community
sewage system, compatible to nearby serviced areas, to promote infilling and compact development.
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11.3.1

Services and Utilities (continued)

Policy 12 To develop a Subdivision Servicing by-law, considering application in a rural context,
in a Settlement Centre, and coordination with adjacent municipalities.
Public Utility Use
Policy 13 Public Utility Uses are permitted throughout the Plan area.
Policy 14 There will be no minimum parcel size requirement for a Public Utility Use, other than
an office building or works yard, which is subject to zoning regulations.

DRAFT
Policy 15 To encourage the cooperation and coordination of utility companies in utilizing
existing corridors for multiple uses.

11.3.2

Transportation

Policy 16 To support with the facilitation of a safe and efficient road network by partnering with
the Ministry of Transportation, the City of Fort St. John and the District of Taylor to
develop a “Rural Road Network Plan”.

Policy 17 To support requirements by the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure for traffic
impact analysis when considering major
development proposals, of which none are
anticipated at this time.
Policy 18 To support the transportation ministry in
maintaining the two major highways;
Alaska Highway No. 97(N) and Highway
No. 29(N) as high volume capacity
highways for through traffic, as referenced
on Map No. 8, Schedule B.

Policy 19 To support the transportation of dangerous goods on alternative routes that would
least impact existing and future residential areas.
Policy 20 To consider a “Corridor Study” for the by-pass and dangerous goods routes
surrounding the City of Fort St. John, to specifically consider the highest and best
use for lands located along these routes and to identify any measures necessary to
mitigate conflicts with other adjacent land uses. This study may be conducted in
partnership with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, land owners and
the City of Fort St. John.
Policy 21 To work with the District of Taylor, City of Fort St. John and the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure to consider alternate routes of access/egress
through or around communities, in case of emergency.
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Policy 22 To encourage the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to undertake
necessary improvements to local area roads that will facilitate the safety of highway
users, such as the use of frontage roads along Hwy 97(N), designing and utilizing
optimal major intersections, the use of turning lanes, acceleration and deceleration
lanes at key intersections, highway pedestrian crossings, utilize street lights where
feasible, or consider additional signage where deemed appropriate.
Policy 23 To collaborate with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to identify and
enhance the maintenance and upgrading of area roads.
Policy 24 To safeguard the North Peace Regional Airport from developments on its periphery
that may create aviation safety hazards.

DRAFT

Policy 25 To work collaboratively with the North Peace Regional Airport on a long range land
use plan for those lands lying inside the North Peace Regional Airport boundary.
Policy 26 To support archeology assessment reviews, conducted in a timely manner, when
requested by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure in consideration of
new subdivision or development proposals.
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